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Introduction: Chronic subclinical inflammation can be induced Advanced Glycation End Products (AGEs). These proteins can be evaluated in skin and mucosa using ultrasonic techniques, due to tissue’s hypersignal. The present study assessed AGEs in zygomatic area skin and lower lip mucosa using two ultrasounds devices.

Material and methods: The study was conducted on a group of 20 subjects. Skin phototype was recorded. A L64 linear array transducer (18-MHz) (Arietta, Hitachi, Ltd. 2013, 2017, Q1E-EZ1295) and a linear B-Scan mode applicator (38 MHz) (DUB SkinScanner Taberna pro medicum, ScanLoop 2000) were used. The linear transducer was positioned at the level of the zygomatic area and lower lip mucosa. The following skin structures were evidenced: epidermis, subepidermal band (papillary dermis), dermal band (reticular dermis), hypodermis, elasticity and density. Ultrasound investigation images were exported to process soft and quantitative measurements were performed.

Results: AGEs hypersignal was analyzed in skin and inferior lip mucosa. Results were compared with skin phototype and patient’s age. The dermis is the main skin component for AGEs accumulation. AGEs were found higher in zygomatic area compared to oral mucosa. Subject with IV skin phototype had lower AGEs concentration compared with II either III skin phototype. In elders AGEs were more expressed compared to youngers. Sun-exposed skin was thinner compared to oral mucosa, revealing elastosis.

Conclusions: The AGEs accumulation are influenced metabolic syndrome, age and sun-exposure. Ultrasonic assessment is non-invasive, easy handling, allows multiple measurement, with accurate and reproducible results.
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